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After World War II, the discovery and
production of onshore oil in the United States
faced decline. As a result, offshore prospects
in the Gulf of Mexico took on new strategic
value. Shell Oil Company pioneered many of
the early moves offshore and continues to
lead the way into “deepwater.” Tyler Priest's
study is the first time the modern history of
Shell Oil has been told in any detail. Drawing
on interviews with Shell retirees and many
other sources, Priest relates how the
imagination, talent, and hard work of
personnel at all levels shaped the evolution of
the company. The narrative also covers
important aspects of Shell Oil's corporate
evolution, but the company's pioneering steps
into the deepwater fields of the Gulf of Mexico
are its signature achievement. Priest's study
demonstrates that engineers did not suddenly
create methods for finding and producing oil
and gas from astounding water depths.
Rather, they built on a half-century of
accumulated knowledge and improvements to
technical systems. Shell Oil's story is unique,
but it also illuminates the modern history of
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the petroleum industry. As Priest
demonstrates, this company's experiences
offer a starting point for examining the
understudied topics of strategic decisionmaking, scientific research, management of
technology, and corporate organization and
culture within modern oil companies, as well
as how these activities applied to offshore
development.
Why, Timothy Melley asks, have paranoia and
conspiracy theory become such prominent
features of postwar American culture? In
Empire of Conspiracy, Melley explores the
recent growth of anxieties about thoughtcontrol, assassination, political indoctrination,
stalking, surveillance, and corporate and
government plots. At the heart of these
developments, he believes, lies a widespread
sense of crisis in the way Americans think
about human autonomy and individuality.
Nothing reveals this crisis more than the
remarkably consistent form of expression that
Melley calls "agency panic"—an intense fear
that individuals can be shaped or controlled
by powerful external forces. Drawing on a
broad range of forms that manifest this
fear—including fiction, film, television,
sociology, political writing, self-help literature,
and cultural theory—Melley provides a new
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understanding of the relation between
postwar American literature, popular culture,
and cultural theory. Empire of Conspiracy
offers insightful new readings of texts ranging
from Joseph Heller's Catch-22 to the
Unabomber Manifesto, from Vance Packard's
Hidden Persuaders to recent addiction
discourse, and from the "stalker" novels of
Margaret Atwood and Diane Johnson to the
conspiracy fictions of Thomas Pynchon,
William Burroughs, Don DeLillo, and Kathy
Acker. Throughout, Melley finds recurrent
anxieties about the power of large
organizations to control human beings. These
fears, he contends, indicate the continuing
appeal of a form of individualism that is no
longer wholly accurate or useful, but that still
underpins a national fantasy of freedom from
social control.
Tells the story of how television worked to
change the minds of Americans in the
categories of confrontation, politics, war,
heroes and villains, and eye-openers, from the
1950s through the 1990s.
As the influence of political parties diminished
in postwar America, scholars argued about
whether their decline was caused by
transformations in voter behavior, new styles
of campaigning, or trust-shattering events
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such as Vietnam and Watergate. To some of
these writers, parties were the relics of a
technologically less sophisticated era. Today,
however, many experts believe that these
institutions have an inevitable tendency to
adapt and survive. John Coleman thinks the
reality is more complicated than this. In his
view neither party decline nor adaptation is
inevitable. His state-centered approach shows
that the condition of political parties depends
critically on the state's major policy concerns
and on its institutional policy-making
structure.
Friendship and Postwar American Poetry
An Encyclopedia of Social, Political, Cultural,
and Economic History
The Politics of Economic Growth in Postwar
America
Colored Property
The Rivalry that Shaped Postwar America
A Righteous Smokescreen
Deeply Divided
Shell Oil's Search for Petroleum in Postwar
America
Collins re-examines the history of the United States from
Franklin Delano Roosevelt to Bill Clinton, focusing on the
federal government's determined pursuit of economic growth.
Between 1948 and 1955, nearly two-thirds of all American
families bought a television set—and a revolution in social life
and popular culture was launched. In this fascinating book,
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Lynn Spigel chronicles the enormous impact of television in
the formative years of the new medium: how, over the course
of a single decade, television became an intimate part of
everyday life. What did Americans expect from it? What
effects did the new daily ritual of watching television have on
children? Was television welcomed as an unprecedented
"window on the world," or as a "one-eyed monster" that would
disrupt households and corrupt children? Drawing on an
ambitious array of unconventional sources, from sitcom
scripts to articles and advertisements in women's magazines,
Spigel offers the fullest available account of the popular
response to television in the postwar years. She chronicles
the role of television as a focus for evolving debates on
issues ranging from the ideal of the perfect family and
changes in women's role within the household to new uses of
domestic space. The arrival of television did more than turn
the living room into a private theater: it offered a national
stage on which to play out and resolve conflicts about the
way Americans should live. Spigel chronicles this lively and
contentious debate as it took place in the popular media. Of
particular interest is her treatment of the way in which the
phenomenon of television itself was constantly
deliberated—from how programs should be watched to where
the set was placed to whether Mom, Dad, or kids should
control the dial. Make Room for TV combines a powerful
analysis of the growth of electronic culture with a nuanced
social history of family life in postwar America, offering a
provocative glimpse of the way television became the mirror
of so many of America's hopes and fears and dreams.
Looks at the evolution of families portrayed in prime-time
television series over the past four decades
From the outbreak of the Cold War to the rise of the United
States as the last remaining superpower, the years following
World War II were filled with momentous events and rapid
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change. Diplomatically, economically, politically, and
culturally, the United States became a major influence around
the globe. On the domestic front, this period witnessed some
of the most turbulent and prosperous years in American
history. "Postwar America: An Encyclopedia of Social,
Political, Cultural, and Economic History" provides detailed
coverage of all the remarkable developments within the
United States during this period, as well as their dramatic
impact on the rest of the world. A-Z entries address specific
persons, groups, concepts, events, geographical locations,
organizations, and cultural and technological phenomena.
Sidebars highlight primary source materials, items of special
interest, statistical data, and other information; and Cultural
Landmark entries chronologically detail the music, literature,
arts, and cultural history of the era. Bibliographies covering
literature from the postwar era and about the era are also
included, as are illustrations and specialized indexes.
The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes Booth
Welcome to the Dreamhouse
From Here to Eternity, Sayonara, Giant, Auntie Mame,
Peyton Place
American Labor and Postwar Italy, 1943-1953
Souls of the City
The Crisis of Social Modernism in Postwar America
A Bibliographical Teaching Guide
The Catcher in the Rye Censorship Controversies and
Postwar American Character

Praised by President Richard Nixon as his favorite
read for 1987, The Search for Historical Meaning
presents the postwar American conservative
movement against a background of ideas with
which it has only rarely been identified. This
important book--updated with a new
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preface--examines the influence of Hegelian
concepts on the historical attitudes and cultural
judgments of prominent postwar conservatives
who, because of their concern with personal
freedom as a political and ontological value,
denounced Hegel while ascribing their own
Hegelian ideas to less offensive sources. Gottfried
argues that the lack of a true historical
perspective was a serious defect in the postwar
American conservative movement, and it grew
worse in the years that followed. Essential
reading for conservative thinkers, political
philosophers, and American political historians,
The Search for Historical Meaning concludes with
an incisive examination of the American
conservative movement that has implications for
today.
became a lament, with protagonists moving
further outside the law to seek justice and with
these struggles written on their battered corpses
at the end of the film." "Expanding this
investigation into Cold War and post-9/11
America, Broe extends his analysis of the ways
film noir is intimately connected to labor history.
The constructed nature of the cold war and its
lurch toward conservatism points to the war on
terrorism and the struggles within and between
global capital, class, race, and gender." --Book
Jacket.
Reader's Guide Literature in English provides
expert guidance to, and critical analysis of, the
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vast number of books available within the subject
of English literature, from Anglo-Saxon times to
the current American, British and Commonwealth
scene. It is designed to help students, teachers
and librarians choose the most appropriate books
for research and study.
By focusing on the work and interrelations of
some of the most important and influential
postmodernist American poets, this work offers a
new interpretation of the peculiar dynamics of
American avant-garde poetic communities as it
tells the story of a vibrant intellectual community
where friendship and writing intersect in
fascinating ways.
The American Journey
Liberal Satire in Postwar America
More
Rebels All!
Empire of Conspiracy
The Literature and Culture of Polio in Postwar
America
Racial Politics and Social Movements in Post-War
America
The Culture of Paranoia in Postwar America
This work is the textual response to polio from the postwar
era to the present. It considers women's magazines, in which
polio was both a fitfully treated subject and a frequently
important subtext.
In this signal work of history, Bancroft Prize winner and
Pulitzer Prize finalist Lizabeth Cohen shows how the pursuit
of prosperity after World War II fueled our pervasive
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consumer mentality and transformed American life.
Trumpeted as a means to promote the general welfare, mass
consumption quickly outgrew its economic objectives and
became synonymous with patriotism, social equality, and the
American Dream. Material goods came to embody the
promise of America, and the power of consumers to purchase
everything from vacuum cleaners to convertibles gave rise to
the power of citizens to purchase political influence and
effect social change. Yet despite undeniable successes and
unprecedented affluence, mass consumption also fostered
economic inequality and the fracturing of society along
gender, class, and racial lines. In charting the complex
legacy of our “Consumers’ Republic” Lizabeth Cohen has
written a bold, encompassing, and profoundly influential
book.
After World War II, the United States underwent a massive
cultural transformation that was vividly realized in the
development and widespread use of new medical
technologies. Plastic surgery, wonder drugs, artificial
organs, and prosthetics inspired Americans to believe in a
new age of modern medical miracles. The nationalistic pride
that flourished in postwar society, meanwhile, encouraged
many Americans to put tremendous faith in the power of
medicine to rehabilitate and otherwise transform the lives
and bodies of the disabled and those considered abnormal.
Replaceable You revisits this heady era in American history
to consider how these medical technologies and procedures
were used to advance the politics of conformity during the
1950s.
We live in a time much like the postwar era. A time of arch
political conservatism and vast social conformity. A time in
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which our nation’s leaders question and challenge the
patriotism of those who oppose their policies. But before
there was Jon Stewart, Al Franken, or Bill Maher, there
were Mort Sahl, Stan Freberg, and Lenny Bruce—liberal
satirists who, through their wry and scabrous comedic
routines, waged war against the political ironies,
contradictions, and hypocrisies of their times. Revel with a
Cause is their story. Stephen Kercher here provides the first
comprehensive look at the satiric humor that flourished in
the United States during the 1950s and early 1960s.
Focusing on an impressive range of comedy—not just standup
comedians of the day but also satirical publications like
MAD magazine, improvisational theater groups such
asSecond City, the motion picture Dr. Strangelove, and TV
shows like That Was the Week That Was—Kercher reminds
us that the postwar era saw varieties of comic expression that
were more challenging and nonconformist than we
commonly remember. His history of these comedic
luminaries shows that for a sizeable audience of educated,
middle-class Americans who shared such liberal views, the
period’s satire was a crucial mode of cultural dissent. For
such individuals, satire was a vehicle through which
concerns over the suppression of civil liberties, Cold War
foreign policies, blind social conformity, and our heated
racial crisis could be productively addressed. A vibrant and
probing look at some of the most influential comedy of midtwentieth-century America, Revel with a Cause belongs on
the short list of essential books for anyone interested in the
relationship between American politics and popular culture.
A Study of Cold War Politics
The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar America
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How TV Changed America's Mind
Texas Contemporary World Studies
Religion and the Search for Community in Postwar America
The Beat Generation
Replaceable You
Kennedy & Nixon

Publisher description
One of Washington's top journalists traces
the rivalry between John Kennedy and
Richard Nixon, whose 1960 presidential
contest set America's Cold War political
course, showing how their initial friendship
degenerated into distrust and paranoia.
50,000 first printing. Tour.
V. 1. The colonial book in the Atlantic world:
This book carries the interrelated stories of
publishing, writing, and reading from the
beginning of the colonial period in America
up to 1790. v. 2 An Extensive Republic: This
volume documents the development of a
distinctive culture of print in the new
American republic. v. 3. The industrial book
1840-1880: This volume covers the creation,
distribution, and uses of print and books in
the mid-nineteenth century, when a truly
national book trade emerged. v. 4. Print in
Motion: In a period characterized by
expanding markets, national consolidation,
and social upheaval, print culture picked up
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momentum as the nineteenth century turned
into the twentieth. v. 5. The Enduring Book:
This volume addresses the economic, social,
and cultural shifts affecting print culture
from Word War II to the present.
A story of postwar community building
through religious congregations.
Postmodernity USA
Popular Media and Postwar Suburbs
Mcdougal Littell the Americans
Postwar America
The Search for Historical Meaning
People, Places, and Societies: Guided
Reading
In Cold Fear
America After Vietnam
In this original study, Thompson explores the complicated
relationships between Americans and television during the
1950s, as seen and effected through popular humor. Parody
and Taste in Postwar American Television Culture documents
how Americans grew accustomed to understanding politics,
current events, and popular culture through comedy that is
simultaneously critical, commercial, and funny. Along with the
rapid growth of television in the 1950s, an explosion of satire
and parody took place across a wide field of American
culture—in magazines, comic books, film, comedy albums,
and on television itself. Taken together, these case studies
don’t just analyze and theorize the production and
consumption of parody and television, but force us to revisit
and revise our notions of postwar "consensus" culture as well.
DIVHistorical and theoretical essays on television and media
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culture by a leading feminist studies scholar./div
Alphabetically arranged articles discuss the major events,
figures and movements of the twentieth century and how they
have been depicted in literature.
American, Labor, Postwar Italy, migration.
Hegel and the Postwar American Right
Bracing Accounts
Postwar America, 1945-1968
The Americans, Grades 9-12 Workbook
Postwar America and the Politics of Cultural Globalization
The Other America
A Short History of the Conservative Mind in Postwar America
State of the Union Addresses

Attempts to remove Catcher from high schools as an
"un-American" text have generated continuous and
extensive controversy, distinguishing it as one of the
most frequently taught postwar novels - and the
most frequently censored."--BOOK JACKET.
Analyzes the social, economic, political, and cultural
changes in the United States after the end of World
War II
Working with the claim that gender identity emerged
as a primary signifier of national identity within Cold
War ideology, Jane Hendler provides a detailed,
illuminating analysis of how five best-sellers and
their film adaptations address a range of intersecting
historical issues, including communist containment,
corporate culture, family life, and race relations, all of
which were integrally linked to gender and key
issues of American identity.
Discusses the appropriate
place for the Beats in the
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literary canon and curriculum and provides an
overview of teaching practices at schools and
universities throughout the United States. Individual
chapters on general Beat literature, Burroughs,
Ginsberg, and Kerouac provide the substance of the
bibliography. Annotated references for primary and
secondary materials include audio tapes, videos, CDROMs, and web sites, as well as standard printed
sources. Besides the famous triumvirate of Beat
writers, The Beat Generation features a section
entitled Other Beats which includes bibliographical
paragraphs on seventy-five authors and editors
associated with the Beat movement.
Beautiful Enemies
Revel with a Cause
History in Literature
Make Room for TV
Reader's Guide to Literature in English
Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America
A Consumers' Republic
The Offshore Imperative
Northern whites in the post–World War II era began to support
the principle of civil rights, so why did many of them continue
to oppose racial integration in their communities? Challenging
conventional wisdom about the growth, prosperity, and racial
exclusivity of American suburbs, David M. P. Freund argues
that previous attempts to answer this question have overlooked
a change in the racial thinking of whites and the role of
suburban politics in effecting this change. In Colored Property,
he shows how federal intervention spurred a dramatic shift in
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the language and logic of residential exclusion—away from
invocations of a mythical racial hierarchy and toward talk of
markets, property, and citizenship. Freund begins his
exploration by tracing the emergence of a powerful publicprivate alliance that facilitated postwar suburban growth across
the nation with federal programs that significantly favored
whites. Then, showing how this national story played out in
metropolitan Detroit, he visits zoning board and city council
meetings, details the efforts of neighborhood “property
improvement” associations, and reconstructs battles over race
and housing to demonstrate how whites learned to view
discrimination not as an act of racism but as a legitimate
response to the needs of the market. Illuminating government’s
powerful yet still-hidden role in the segregation of U.S. cities,
Colored Property presents a dramatic new vision of
metropolitan growth, segregation, and white identity in modern
America.
Presents the original report on poverty in America that led
President Kennedy to initiate the federal poverty program
This book deals with the wide range of issues facing the postVietnam history of the United States as follows: the ultimate
meanings of the Vietnam War to America and Vietnam: the
war's impact on America's national psyche, on US popular
culture and academia; its residual effect with respect to
veterans and emigres; 'revisionist' historicism; needs to rectify
some inaccurate myths surrounding the war and Vietnam
veterans; the postwar healing process in America; postwar
attitudes to the Vietnamese people toward the war and the
American people; the MIA issue; and the process of WasingtonHanoi rapprochement.The purpose of the book is not to refight
the highly controversial Vietnam War but to express a genuine
and strong desire to heal America's psychic wounds.
In this rigorous and challenging analysis of American
postmodernity, Anthony Woodiwiss re-examines the political,
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economic and social life of the United States over the past 60
years. Exploring the rise and fall of modernism as a social
ideology, he offers a distinctive and original interpretation of
the unique experience of American modernity and the arrival of
the postmodern world. The result is both a novel history of
postwar America and a significant contribution to the idea of
postmodernism as a social and cultural form. Postmodernity
USA also carries lessons for the understanding of class, culture
and politics in late industrial societies in general. Offering an
innovative synthesis of postmodernist and Marxist approache
Higher Education for Women in Postwar America, 1945–1965
Volume 5: the Enduring Book: Print Culture in Postwar
America
Parody and Taste in Postwar American Television Culture
Another Chance
Prime-time Families
Party Decline in America
Policy, Politics, and the Fiscal State
Best-sellers and Their Film Adaptations in Postwar America

'Rebels All ' explores how right wing
intellectuals have played to the populist
& rowdy tendencies in the political
culture of America.
An examination of how the postwar United
States twisted its ideal of “the free flow
of information” into a one-sided export of
values and a tool with global
consequences. When the dust settled after
World War II, the United States stood as
the world’s unquestionably pre-eminent
military and economic power. In the
decades that followed, the country exerted
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its dominant force in less visible but
equally powerful ways, too, spreading its
trade protocols, its media, and—perhaps
most importantly—its alleged values. In A
Righteous Smokescreen, Sam Lebovic homes
in on one of the most prominent, yet
ethereal, of those professed values: the
free flow of information. This trope was
seen as capturing what was most liberal
about America’s self-declared leadership
of the free world. But as Lebovic makes
clear, even though diplomats and public
figures trumpeted the importance of
widespread cultural exchange, these
transmissions flowed in only one
direction: outward from the United States.
Though other countries did try to promote
their own cultural visions, Lebovic shows
that the US moved to marginalize or block
those visions outright, highlighting the
shallowness of American commitments to
multilateral institutions, the depth of
its unstated devotion to cultural and
economic supremacy, and its surprising
hostility to importing foreign cultures.
His book uncovers the unexpectedly
profound global consequences buried in
such ostensibly mundane matters as visa
and passport policy, international
educational funding, and land purchases
for embassies. Even more crucially, A
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Righteous Smokescreen does nothing less
than reveal that globalization was not the
inevitable consequence of cultural
convergence or the natural outcome of
putatively free flows of information—it
was always political to its core.
The 1934 State of the Union Address was
given by the 32nd president of the United
States, Franklin D. Roosevelt. It was the
first State of the Union address to be
given in January. Excerpt: "Now that we
are definitely in the process of recovery,
lines have been rightly drawn between
those to whom this recovery means a return
to old methods—and the number of these
people is small—and those for whom
recovery means a reform of many old
methods, a permanent readjustment of many
of our ways of thinking and therefore of
many of our social and economic
arrangements... "
By many measures--commonsensical or
statistical--the United States has not
been more divided politically or
economically in the last hundred years
than it is now. How have we gone from the
striking bipartisan cooperation and
relative economic equality of the war
years and post-war period to the extreme
inequality and savage partisan divisions
of today? In this sweeping look at
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American politics from the Depression to
the present, Doug McAdam and Karina Kloos
argue that party politics alone is not
responsible for the mess we find ourselves
in. Instead, it was the ongoing
interaction of social movements and
parties that, over time, pushed Democrats
and Republicans toward their ideological
margins, undermining the post-war
consensus in the process. The Civil Rights
struggle and the white backlash it
provoked reintroduced the centrifugal
force of social movements into American
politics, ushering in an especially active
and sustained period of movement/party
dynamism, culminating in today's tug of
war between the Tea Party and Republican
establishment for control of the GOP. In
Deeply Divided, McAdam and Kloos depart
from established explanations of the
conservative turn in the United States and
trace the roots of political polarization
and economic inequality back to the
shifting racial geography of American
politics in the 1960s. Angered by Lyndon
Johnson's more aggressive embrace of civil
rights reform in 1964, Southern Dixiecrats
abandoned the Democrats for the first time
in history, setting in motion a sustained
regional realignment that would, in time,
serve as the electoral foundation for a
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resurgent and increasingly more
conservative Republican Party.
Engineering the Body in Postwar America
A Reader's Guide to 20th Century History
and the Literature It Inspired
From Anguish to Healing
Film Noir, American Workers, and Postwar
Hollywood
A History of the Book in America
State Policy and White Racial Politics in
Suburban America
Television Culture in Postwar America
"The Life, Crime, and Capture of John Wilkes Booth"
by George Alfred Townsend. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all ereaders and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
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